Theofanis Hatzidakis
Software Engineer
Nicosia, Cyprus
Tel: +357 96 786460
Email: theofanis@hatzidakis.org
Web: http://fanis.hatzidakis.org (see for StackOverflow, LinkedIn profiles)

PROFILE
Highly skilled full-stack web and mobile engineer with expertise in backend technologies and
front-facing applications.

RELEVANT SKILLS
PHP, SQL (MySQL, MSSQL), SOAP, REST, API design, XHTML, Javascript, CSS

RELEVANT WORK EXPERIENCE
Software Engineer
2008-

Netsmart, Cyprus
-

Builds and maintains high availability VAS services and public
facing websites for worldwide partners

-

Designs and develops secure APIs for interoperability, data
exchange, and systems integration

-

Develops internal applications to increase efficiency and reliability
through automation

Software Engineer
2007-2008

Microdata S.A, Athens
-

Designed and implemented applications in .NET / MSSQL

-

Generated and analyzed statistics from offered services to generate
actionable decision data

Computer Specialist
2006-2007

Airforce IT Department, Ministry of Defense, Athens
-

Part of a 1 year mandatory army service.

-

Supported the Air Force HQ’s workstations and network on a
hardware and software level.

-

Solved technical problems and provided custom application
solutions
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Database Developer
2003-2006

National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada
-

Developed an extensible application for management of flight
recorder data for the Flight Recorder Playback Center

-

Worked closely with end users and managers to increase usability

-

Increased productivity and efficiency by automating tasks and
making data management easier.

EDUCATION
B.Sc. Computer Science
(with Honours)
2000-2005

University of Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
-

Entrance scholarship by Nortel and Faculty of Engineering

-

Honours project on LORNAV, the navigational aspect of LORNET, a
multi-university research framework for knowledge management
and learning

OTHER SKILLS


Works on personal web projects to explore interesting new trends and technologies



Volunteers time and code to online communities that provide inspiration for new projects



Interested in usability-focused user interfaces, precise and easy to understand markings,
automation



Speaks English and Greek fluently, beginner in German



Windows, Unix, database, web, multi-user chat server administration

HOBBIES


Plays the guitar + piano, enjoys discovering new music.



Experiments with photography

MISCELLANEOUS


Greek citizenship



Army duty fulfilled
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